Personality Insight

What color
is your aura?
Biophysicists have proven that we all have auras, colorful bands of
energy that reflect our emotions and temperament, says Pamala
Oslie (AuraColors.com), author of Life Colors: What the Colors in
Your Aura Reveal. How can you know the color of your aura? Just
match your personality traits with the colors below!

If you . . .
❏ Tend to be

persistent and
strong-willed
❏ Are super
confident
❏ Express
xpress yourself
easily and
passionately

❏ Love to lend a hand

Visionary
VIOLET!
A dynamic

Powerful RED!

visionary, you’re
passionate about
making the world a
better place, and
can motivate
friends, family—
even strangers—to
be just as futurefocused. You’re
destined to
do big things!
FAMOUS VIOLETS:
Oprah, Jennifer
Lopez, Beyoncé

Tenacious and driven, you go after what
you want and are never shy about voicing
your opinion—whatever the subject.
Whether you’re making big, sweeping
movements on the dance floor or deftly
manipulating a knitting needle, you’re
“hands on” in every sense of the word.
“You have strength and stamina to spare,”
observes Oslie. Not that you would spare
any—you have too much to do!
FAMOUS REDS: Lady Gaga, Madonna,
Christina Aguilera
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rescue animal
you didn’t
want to adopt
❏ Are nurturing and
give advice easily
❏ Tend to be
sensitive and
emotional

Your aura is . . .

Intuitive BLUE!

Sensitive and almost effortlessly
insightful, you are a born nurturer. You’re
happiest, though, when you get to put
both your sensitivity and smarts to work,
observes Oslie, who suggests you’d
make an excellent teacher or medical
professional. Doing anything that involves
helping people—while challenging
yourself—will bring you happiness.
FAMOUS BLUES: Jennifer Aniston,
Cameron Diaz, Kate Hudson

free-spirited
and creative
❏ Are funloving
❏ See the cup
half-full and
are generally
in a good
mood

Your aura is . . .

Your aura is . . .

❏ Never met a

❏ Tend to be

and have big dreams
❏ Are always looking ahead
❏ Are able to lead and inspire others

Your aura is . . .

Exuberant
YELLOW!

You almost beam with sunshine, a quality
that makes you a people-magnet. “You
connect easily with others,” says Oslie.
Something else you connect with? Nature!
You love being outdoors in the warm light
that mirrors your aura color!
FAMOUS YELLOWS: Tina Fey,
Ellen DeGeneres, Melissa McCarthy,
George Clooney

❏ Tend to be ultra practical
❏ Are detail-oriented and

super patient

❏ Have an insatiable curiosity

Your aura is . . .

Analytical TAN!

You love puzzles, not just because you
have an uncanny knack for solving them,
but because they represent something
truly telling about your personality:
You’re an explorer at heart with a thirst
to delve deeply into many things.
FAMOUS TANS: Brad Pitt, Harrison
Ford, Jane Goodall

❏ Are driven and self-motivated
❏ Tend to be stubborn and strong-willed
❏ Are a bit of a workaholic

Your aura is . . .

Go-getting GREEN!

Green is the color of nature, so in a way it
makes perfect sense that in aura colors, it
represents a natural urge to put your mark
on the world. You take the lead easily and
are laser-focused on reaching your goals.
FAMOUS GREENS: Martha Stewart,
Kathy Griffin, Barbara Walters

—Kristina Mastrocola
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